
EXPLORING THE LECTIONARY 

The New Revised Common Lectionary is our calendar of Bible readings that provides worship leaders, 
over the course of three years, with at least four readings per Sunday, based on each season of the 
liturgical year that unfolds the full sweep of God’s revelation. 

That statement implies a number of qualities of the Lectionary: 
1. The Lectionary is “New, Revised” – revealing it is continuously, if slowly, evolving; 
2. The calendar is “Common” – a standard tool shared across many denominations (but not all); 
3. There are several lectionaries, of which the NRSL is one; (Catholic, Reverse, Alternate, Sidur) 
4. The NRSL is the lectionary used at UCIM; 
5. The intention of the calendar is primarily that it helps guide our Sunday worship together;  
6. A daily calendar also exists for those who want a daily spiritual discipline; 
7. Even reading 4 lessons or more a week, it takes 3 years to cover most of the Bible – the years in 

the calendar are distinguished as “Year A” (organized around the gospel of Matthew), “Year B”, 
(Mark), “Year C” (Luke), … which then repeat (John’s Gospel appears in all three years, especially 
in the Lent Easter portions of the Lectionary; (consequently, as we usually present only one or 
two of these readings per week, it could take 6,12,18 years to hear every text);  

8. Seasons and feast days celebrated in worship guide the selection of texts, rather than a 
sequential reading of particular books;  

9. As a result, from week to week the readings of Tanakh and Psalms may seem to hop from book 
to book, making understanding of those Jewish text far less familiar to Christians; 

10. The seasonal connection means we will hear familiar or similar passages each Advent, 
Christmas, Epiphany, Lent, East, Pentecost, Ordinary Time; 

11. The four passages per Sunday have been put together because they are seen by the scholars 
creating the Lectionary, to share a common theme; 

12. Because passages of scripture (pericopes) have more than 1 theme, some Sundays have extra 
alternate readings from Tanakh and Psalms; 

13. Having a common theme among Tanakh, Psalm, Epistle, Gospel indicates that while we have 
two Testaments, Christians see this as comprising one Covenant, one revelation;  

14. The Lectionary pushes us to read more than what is easy and familiar, pushes us to read what is 
difficult and unfamiliar; 

15. Nevertheless, the Lectionary omits many portions of the Bible (some of them quite important) 
because they appear repetitious (e.g. Deuteronomy repeats much of Exodus, but in Moses’ own 
voice rather than Gods), no longer applicable (e.g. Leviticus) or obscure (e.g. Balak and Balaam 
and the talking donkey in Numbers).  
 

https://lectionary.library.vanderbilt.edu/  provides the readings from the New Revised Standard Version 
of the Bible.  This home page offers many useful associated tools (art, prayers, PowerPoints, and a 
calendar tool that sends weekly or daily references to your phone/computer). 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew+1&version=NRSV is a tool to read particular 
passages in many different translations. 

 


